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Importance	  of	  pitches	  to	  entrepreneurs	  
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What	  a6racts	  investors?	  

•  Attributes and status of the product, market 
potential, route to market, financial model 
(Maxwell	  et	  al.,	  2011)	  

•  Entrepreneur preparedness (Chen,	  Yao,	  &	  Kotha,	  2009)	  
•  Presentational factors (Clark,	  2008)	  
•  Entrepreneur gender and attractiveness (Brooks	  

et	  al.,	  2014)	  

•  Authenticity showed to attract consumers 
(Beverland,	  2005;	  Kovács	  et	  a.	  2015)	  … but what about 
investors?	  
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Why	  studying	  pitches?	  

•  Storytelling important to entrepreneur 
resource acquisition (Martens	  et	  al.	  2007;	  Aldrich	  &	  Fiol,	  1994;	  
Lounsbury	  &	  Glynn,	  2001;	  O'Connor,	  2004;	  Porac,	  Mishina,	  &	  Pollock,	  2002)	  

•  Investor decisions result of multiple moments 
of persuasion (Chen,	  Yao,	  &	  Kotha,	  2009)	  

•  During pitches, entrepreneur’s persuasion 
ability critical to capture investors’ attention 
(Brooks	  et	  al.,	  2014)	  
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Why	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  .	  	  	  	  	  	  	  pitches?	  

•  Food	  industry	  ideal	  seQng	  to	  study	  authenScity	  
(Carroll	  &	  Wheaton,	  2009)	  

•  Prosocial	  lending	  combines	  financial	  and	  
charitable	  evaluaSons	  (Galak	  et	  al.,	  2011)	  

•  Social	  entrepreneurs	  “need	  to	  simultaneously	  
demonstrate	  their	  social	  and	  economic	  
competence”	  (Dacin	  et	  al.,	  2011)	  

•  AuthenScity	  language	  may	  help	  reduce	  
insStuSonal	  complexity	  (Greenwood	  et	  al.,	  2011)	  
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•  Sample:	  transcripts	  of	  106	  
pitches	  from	  2009	  to	  2014	  	  

•  Info	  on	  the	  business	  (type,	  
locaSon,	  age,	  profits,	  etc.)	  
and	  the	  entrepreneur	  (age,	  
gender,	  naSonality,	  etc.)	  

•  DV:	  money	  raised	  at	  the	  
2009-‐2013	  gatherings;	  for	  
2014,	  amount	  won	  in	  the	  
Beetcoin	  campaign	  

Data	  
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Study	  1-‐	  Sta's'cal	  analysis	  

Goal:	  esSmate	  the	  associaSon	  between	  authenScity	  
of	  the	  pitches	  and	  ability	  to	  raise	  money	  
1.  Content	  analysis	  of	  the	  pitches	  and	  construcSon	  

of	  authenScity	  scores	  
2.  AuthenScity	  measured	  in	  two	  ways	  

a.  AuthenScity	  scale	  from	  Kovács	  et	  al.	  (2015)	  
b.  Overlap	  with	  language	  used	  in	  Slow	  Money	  

principles	  and	  mission	  (type	  authenJcity,	  Carrol	  &	  
Wheaton,	  2009)	  



Kovács, Carroll, and Lehman: Authenticity and Consumer Value Ratings
Organization Science 25(2), pp. 458–478, © 2014 INFORMS 465

Table 1 Authenticity Scores Assigned to Keywords

Keyword Score Keyword Score Keyword Score Keyword Score

Authentic 95 Truthfula 68 Usual 53 Bogus 13
Genuine 92 Unmistakablea 68 Decenta 51 Forgery 13
Real 88 Artisana 67 Unusual 51 Fake 12
Skilleda 83 Unpretentiousa 67 Caringa 49 Hoax 11
Faithful 81 Heartfula 66 Ambitiousa 48 Cheat 10
Legitimatea 81 Delicious 65 Replicaa 46 Dishonest 10
Originala 80 Virtuous 64 Offbeat 43 Feigned 10
Traditional 79 Normala 63 Atypical 41 Ersatz 9
Pure 78 Creativea 62 Unassuminga 37 Faked 9
Historicala 77 Interestinga 62 Invented 36 Imitation 9
Sincere 77 Orthodoxa 62 Newa 36 Quack 9
Master chef 75 Artfula 60 Unconventional 36 Unreal 8
Craftsmanship 74 Speciala 60 Peculiar 35 Humbug 7
Honesta 74 Righteous 58 Outlandish 32 Impostor 7
Integritya 74 Substantiala 57 Assumed 30 Sham 7
Quintessential 74 Authoritative 56 Idiosyncratic 30 Unauthentic 7
Expert 73 Typical 56 Quirky 29 Deceptive 6
Iconica 73 Awesomea 55 Extroverteda 28 Inauthentic 6
Inspiringa 73 Moral 55 Modern 27 False 6
Uniquea 72 Eccentric 54 Unorthodoxa 27 Phony 5
Wholesome 72 Ethicala 54 Pretentious 19 Scam 4
Professional 70 Fresha 53 Untraditionala 17
Skillful 70 Old-fashioneda 53 Artificial 14

aKeywords added by participants.

The final list of keywords represents the core language
of authenticity claims in the United States in 2012 as
communicated to others through public discourse. The
score assigned to each word reflects a degree of agree-
ment with the meaning and among others. The relative
standing of words with respect to the concept accords
well with the subjective nature of authenticity: assess-
ment is not an objective or definitive matter. However,
keywords and their associated scores allow for the sys-
tematic and objective study of authenticity in the two
subsequent studies. This scale plays a central role in both
studies presented here.

Study 1: Authenticity and Consumer Value
Ratings in Online Restaurant Reviews
Study Design
The first study attempted to measure the strength of
empirical associations between attributions made about
authenticity and consumers’ value ratings of the restau-
rants. Data for this study came from reviews of restau-
rants in three major cities—Los Angeles, Dallas, and
New York—posted to the website Yelp. The website was
founded in 2004 and generates its reviews through a vol-
untary process in which any patron can go online and
write a review. Each review captures four pieces of infor-
mation that are linked to the restaurant: (1) the reviewer
identification code; (2) a star rating of value, ranging
from 1 to 5 as an integer; (3) a text review of unlimited
length; and (4) the date of the review. Reviewers can fill
out the rating and the text of the review in whichever

order they want; the website does not force any temporal
ordering. The data cover the entire period of a restau-
rant’s entry in Yelp, the longest of which could start in
October 2004 and end at the time of the data collec-
tion in October 2011. In total, 1,271,796 reviews were
provided across the three cities.
Yelp provides comprehensive coverage of restaurants

in each of the three metropolitan areas of interest and
includes a wide range of customer reviews. Alternatives
such as Zagat, Open Table, and Trip Advisor cover fewer
restaurants and display significantly fewer reviews. For
example, in the Los Angeles area in the summer of
2011, Yelp shows 725,133 reviews of 9,734 restaurants,
whereas Zagat offers reviews of only 1,891 restaurants;
Trip Advisor, 3,308 restaurants; and Open Table, 1,050
restaurants. In addition, Yelp encompasses a broader
audience than many food and gourmet magazines and
media outlets (cf. Johnston and Baumann 2007). It is
decidedly nonelitist in nature and, by virtue of its ease
of accessibility and participation, appears to reach a
broad population. The informal attitude, apparently held
by many of its users, is reflected in its online self-
description: “Yelp is an online urban city guide that
helps people find cool places to eat, shop, drink, relax
and play, based on the informed opinions of a vibrant
and active community of locals in the know. Yelp is the
fun and easy way to find, review and talk about what’s
great—and not so great—in your world” (Yelp 2012).
All establishments listed in each metropolitan area

were sampled based on the following three criteria:
(1) it was listed in the “restaurant” category on Yelp,5
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Authen'city	  scale	  (Kovács	  et	  al.,	  2015)	  	  
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List	  of	  Slow	  Money	  keywords	  

accumulation entrepreneurial large rebuild 
assets entrepreneurs largest rebuilding 
belief erode later regeneration 
big farmer learn regional 
build farmers legal relationships 
built farmland life remedying 
capacity farms little restorative 
capital fast living robust 
capitalist fellow local saving 
care fertility matter secure 
carrying finance mattered seeds 
celebrate financial members share 
century food money shared 
collapse generation national size 
commons global near slow 
community government nonviolence slowing 
companies health number small 
complex healthy nurture social 
connect imbalances nutrition soil 
consumers improving organic strong 
corporations industrial organisms support 
cultural industry people supporting 
disruption invest philanthropy system 
distribution invested place systems 
diversity investment places together 
earth investor planting trust 
ecological investors principles understand 
economic jobs processing venture 
economy just profits wealth 
enterprises killing programs wisdom 
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Source:	  Slow	  Money	  Principles	  and	  Mission	  
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Study	  2-‐	  Quasi	  Experiment	  

Goal:	  explore	  the	  relaSonship	  between	  authenScity	  
and	  financial	  languages	  
1.  Analyze	  and	  rate	  pitches	  based	  on	  use	  of	  

financial	  language	  
2.  Four	  pitches	  high/low	  in	  authenScity	  and	  

financial	  language	  according	  to	  a	  2x2	  matrix	  
3.  Within-‐subjects	  design	  (50	  subjects)	  	  
4.  For	  each	  of	  the	  four	  condiSons	  subjects	  say	  how	  

much	  $$	  they	  are	  willing	  to	  invest	  	  
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Quasi	  Experiment	  –	  predicted	  results	  

Financial	  
language	  	  

Low	   High	  
AuthenScity	  	  

Low	  

High	  

$$ $$$ 

$ $$$$ 
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•  Ins'tu'onal	  theory:	  AuthenScity	  as	  a	  strategic	  
tool	  to	  navigate	  insStuSonal	  complexity	  

•  Entrepreneurship:	  role	  of	  language	  in	  
entrepreneurial	  acSon—authenScity	  as	  a	  
persuasion	  tool	  

Expected	  theore'cal	  contribu'on	  
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•  Comments	  about	  the	  
framing?	  

•  Feedback	  on	  Study	  1?	  
•  Feedback	  on	  Study	  2?	  
•  Manual	  coding	  versus	  

CATA?	  
•  Other	  ideas,	  comments,	  

concerns?	  

Ques'ons	  for	  the	  audience	  


